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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
With the growing emphasis being placed upon the
creatively gifted student and the field of creativity in
general, teachers are increasingly being asked to help their
students realize their creative potential.

Considerable

research has been published in the area of teaching creative
thinking and problem solving within a workshop format.
Additional research has focused upon the relationship
between personality factors and creative ability.

However,

little, if any, research has envisioned the utilization of
specific classroom procedures by teachers on a routine
basis which would enhance the creative ability of the
students in the program.

A review of the research

literature revealed teacher attitudes and suggested class
room environments that were shown to correlate with creative
production in students, although no specific classroom
procedure which could easily be used on a regular basis by
teachers had been researched.
Out of this dearth of research into specific teacher
classroom practices and their bearing upon creativity the
1
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present study grew.

Teachers in many subject areas, but

particularly in English, frequently have occasion to correct
student written prose, whether expository, fictional, or
narrative in nature.

While student teachers are often told

to find at least one good thing to say about every paper,
the effects of positive teacher comments on student papers
upon creativity has not been widely researched.
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study, then, was to investigate
the relationship between positive teacher comments on tenth
and eleventh grade student written themes and student
scores for selected activities on the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking, Verbal Form B.
HYPOTHESIS
Based upon the research design, the writer
hypothesized that students in the experimental group, all
of whom received exclusively positive teacher comments upon
their themes, would show significantly higher poststudy
scores on the TTCT Verbal Form B than the control group,
whose themes all were corrected in a more traditional
manner.
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BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
This study assumed that creativity in an individual
could be taught or enhanced.

Perhaps more generally

stated, this means that an individual's creative ability
can be consciously influenced by someone else.
For the purpose of this experiment, it was not
necessary to assume that creativity either is an innate
ability which must be drawn out of an individual, or that
it is a skill which must be taught and entered into an
individual's vocabulary of behaviors.

The writer in fact

assumed that both views had validity in that some teacher
comments upon student themes were maieutic in nature,
trying to bring into birth ideas which seemed on the verge
of coming forth; whereas other comments were openly didactic,
trying to impart information processing skills that would
enable the student to treat ideas in ways that were not
previously among his repertoire of options.
DELIMITATIONS
In a study of this nature, it was very tempting to
seek to add yet another definition of creativity to the
already abundant, varied, and sometimes contradictory store
of definitions found in the literature.

As tempting as it

was, this study shunned the sirens of semantic intrigue and
dealt only with verbal creativity as it is measured on the
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Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking Verbal Form B.

Thus

the study investigated the effect of positive teacher
comments upon student verbal creativity only so far as the
TTCT Verbal Form B actually measures verbal creative
ability.

The study was further delimited to the sophomore

and junior classes at Immanuel High School during the 1975
Spring semester.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
1. Verbal creativity.

As used in this study, verbal

creativity referred only to that construct which is
measured by the TTCT Verbal Form B.
2. Student written themes.

This term applied to

short expository prose essays of from approximately 100 to
250 words in length written upon teacher assigned general
topic areas.

A sample teacher assigned topic was "Manners."

Students writing upon this topic could, as they desired,
express opinions on the value or practicality of present
or past codes of manners, describe the manners of a
particular historical era or of a particular culture or
sub-culture; they could explain what they considered to be
the ideal code of manners and conduct; they could show
humorous results of overdependence upon the rules of
etiquette and underdependence upon common sense; or they
could write upon innumerable other ideas as long as the
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ideas tied into the general theme of "Manners."

Students

knew that the purpose of the themes was to help them build
writing skills.

They further knew that the themes would be

graded not so much upon content as upon how effectively
that content was presented.

In addition, students were

encouraged to avoid set patterns of thinking and to
consider new approaches to and treatments of the topics
assigned.
3. The traditional approach to grading themes.

This

is understood by the writer to be that technique which
emphasizes correctness in written expression.

In a

traditionally corrected theme, all errors of punctuation,
grammar, spelling, and syntax are noted in red.

The

traditional grading method saves teacher time in that most
errors are merely noted.

Thus a comma error in an

appositive, a comma error before a conjunction, and a comma
error in a series might all be marked with a "C" for "Comma
Error."

Positive comments in traditionally corrected

papers tend to continue the emphasis on correctness.

Sample

comments might be: "This paper is well organized.
"Metaphors were kept consistent."
clear."

"Sentences are nice and

Traditionally corrected papers rarely show the

teacher's emotional response to the paper unless the
response is negative, for example, "This is disappointing
work from you," "This paper is dull," or "I feel this is not
your best work.. "

In summary, the traditional approach to correcting
themes gives emphasis to correctness with only token
acknowledgment that students need recognition not only for
excellent final projects but also for effort expended and
difficult tasks attempted.
4* Positive teacher comments.

Positive teacher

comments referred to the style of correcting papers used
with the experimental group.

The main characteristics of

positive teacher comments are that they are intended to
(a) build self-confidence, (b) encourage pride in good work,
(c) give emotional as well as mechanical feedback, and
(d) stimulate a drive for the unique and the excellent in
written expression.
Positive teacher comments should not be confused
with mere praise.

If positive teacher comments were reduced

to praise alone, correction could not take place; the
teacher would be left with a rather weak form of operant
conditioning as his only teaching tool.

Positive teacher

comments, however, permit the teacher to correct effectively.
Rather than dashing off a quick 'C

for a comma error, a

positive comment might say, "This could be made more clear
through the use of a comma here.
grammar handbook for reasons why."

See Section 3 in the
Notice that the emphasis

in a positive comment is on helping the student to say what
he wants to say more effectively.
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In summary, positive teacher comments help the
teacher make a realistic appraisal of a student's paper by
reinforcing that which is good, giving helpful encouragement
to remedy tnat which is weak, and always pointing out the
prospect of some further excellence obtainable with just a
bit more work.

Chapter 2
RELATED RESEARCH
While considerable research continues to be conducted
toward developing a widely accepted definition of
creativity, and while researchers continue to work toward
the development of better instruments for the identification
of the creative individual, a substantial new effort has
been expended upon the investigation of the teaching or
influencing of creative ability.

Early in 1973, Thomas J.

Rookey and Francis J. Reardon presented to the annual
meeting of the American Research Association a paper which
asked, "While academic subjects can be taught, is it
reasonable to include creativity, affective or cognitive
within the educational domain?"

Although Rookey and

Reardon could not answer their question clearly in the
affirmative, they did conclude that "certain racets of the
teacher can affect certain facets of pupil behavior."

Th

study further coneluded that teacher attitude was perhaps

Behavio
Strateg
ERIC DOi_;umeii <_ uu w < - • Rookey, p- 1^8
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the most significant factor related to pupil creativity.
In a somewhat similar piece or research, D. A. Denny
examined the correlation between five teacher
characteristics, seven teacher behaviors, and four pupil
characteristics involved in creativity.

The teacher

characteristics considered were warmth-spontaneity, involve
ment, educational viewpoint, organization, and stability.
The seven teacher behaviors examined in the study were
teacher-pupil relationships, motivational climate,
encouragement of unusual responses, teacher initiative
versus pupil initiative, variations in materials and
activities, adaptation to individual pupils, and teacher
approach.

Lastly the four pupil characteristics involved

in creativity were redefinition, spontaneous flexibility,
3

ideational fluency, and sensitivity to problems.
The results of this study suggest that

Teachers characterized as warm and spontaneous and
teachers characterized as child-centered tend to
obtain the greater positive changes in pupil creativity.
These changes appear to come about through teacher
classroom behaviors that involve positive re-inforcem e n t o f p u p i l r e s p o n s e s , t h r o u g h a d a p t a t i o n of_ ^
activities to pupils, through attention to individuals,
and through variation in activities and materials.
Teachers characterized as having a high degree of
organization tend to depress changes m pupil
creativity.4
"^D A Denny, "Teacher Characteristics, Teacher
Behavior^"and Ganges in Pupil Creativity » Elementary
School Journal, 69:265-270, February, _969.

^Denny, p. 269.
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This concept of positive reinforcement of pupil
responses as the catalyst which brings about greater
student creativity is reiterated by Sidney J. Parnes in the
Music Educator's Journal.6

Parnes feels that to some

extent creativity can be taught and nurtured and that at
root most methods for doing this rest upon creating an
environment Parnes calls a creative climate.6
In the same vein, Carl Rogers believes that
creativity is best fostered in an environment of psychological safety.7 Rogers believes that one creates an
environment of psychological safety when one is
(1) accepting the individual as a person, (2) providing a
climate free of external evaluation, and (3) understanding
empathicly.

g

All of this emphasis upon positive reinforcement,
creative climate, and psychological safety might lead one
to surmise that correction and positive, constructive
criticism would be counterproductive to the enhancement of
creativity in students.

Some interesting work by Brophy

5Sidney

J. Parnes, "Nurture of Creative Talent,"
Music Educator's Journal, 51:32—33, June, 1965.
6Parnes,

p. 33.

7Carl

R. Rogers, "Toward a Theory of Creativity,"
ETC: A Review of General Semantics, 249 2 59, Summer, II,
_
1954":
^Rogers, pp. 249-259.
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and Choquette,
so.

9

however, seems to indicate that this is hot

The research hypothesis, that "teacher instruction in

the correct use of classroom equipment will inhibit
children's ability to generate other uses of that same
equipment," was strongly contradicted by the data.10

The

study suggests that correction, properly given, does not
hamper development of creative ability.
The work of Louise M. Bachtold is best understood in
the light of the work of researchers discussed above.11

In

1972, Crockenberg analyzed the implications of present
tests for creativity and concluded that the emphasis should
shift away from tests designed to select and identify
creative students.12

Partly in response to Crockenberg's

work, Bachtold moved toward discovery of "approaches,
practices, or experiences that lead to production of
creative ideas."12

The purpose of Bachtold s study was to

°Jere E. Brophy and James J. Choquette, ^ Divergent
Production in Montessori Children, U.S. Educational
Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 080 212,
March, 1973, pp. 1-5.
10 Brophy,

p- 1.

Louise M. Bachtold, "Effects of Learning Environmerit on Verbal Creativity of Gifted Students," Psychology
in the Schools, 11:226-228, April, 1974.
12Susan

B. crockenberg, "Creativity Tests: A Boon or
. o.
„
of Educational Research,
Boondoggle for Education, Review
42:27-43, Winter, 1972.
13Bachtold,

p. 226.

12

see if students would show differences in verbal creative
productivity after placement in one of three different
programs.
The subjects were all fifth and sixth grade, middle
class Caucasians who had scored above the 98th percentile
on individual intelligence tests.

Because they required

extensive variation from the regular curriculum, 11 girls
and 11 boys were placed in a Special Class Program.

Six

boys and six girls were placed in an Enrichment Program
where they participated in activities designed to develop
their special interests and provide in-depth experiences
beyond the regular curricular offerings.

Lastly, 14 girls

and 10 boys were enrolled in the Learning Center Program
which used centers outside of their heterogeniously grouped
classrooms, but within the school building.

A dxstrict-wxde

objective stated that all three programs should encourage
creative

-expression, openness to new experiences and

self

ideas, flexibility, and adaptabilxty.
Creative production was measured with the Torrance
Test of creative Thinking.

Verbal Form A was given at the

beginning of the school year and Verbal Form B at the end.
Results of testing showed the Learning Center Program group
i r_ _
to be more fluent on the
.
distribution of students

nyp-(- pQ"h

Otherwise tilG
pretesr.
4-V(vminhout the various programs
throughout un

A T though on the posttest, comparisons
Altnougn
a r~\ri ciinalitv were not significant^
based on flexibility and orxgxnaxx .

seemed quite even.
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the total verbal scores for each student indicated more
Learning Center Program students with total score increases
than in the Special Class Program or the Enrichment Program.
Since both the Enrichment Program and Special Class
Program utilized traditional approaches and the more
effective Learning Center Program a less traditional
approach, the researcher concluded that children in selfcontained classrooms scored lower on measures of creative
verbal functioning than those in less traditional learning
environments.

More pertinent to this discussion, however,

was the fact that the learning centers which Bachtold
characterized as "designed for free-flow research and
14
interaction with volunteer parents and older students"
seemed conducive to what other researchers have described
as environments of positive reinforcement, creative climate,
or psychological safety.
In summary researchers in the field of creativity
believe that creativity can be taught or enhanced.

This

enhancement takes place best in a classroom environment in
which the individuals feel acceptance and support, in which
ideas are discussed freely, and in which correction is
given in such a way that the corrected individual feels no
need to become defensive.

14Bachtold,

This type of environment has been

pp. 226-227.

variously characterized as one giving positive reinforce
ment by Denny, as one of psychological safety by Rogers,
and as a creative climate by Parries.

Chapter 3
DESIGNS AND PROCEDURES
SUBJECTS

The subjects used for this study consisted of all
second semester sophomore and junior students at Immanuel
High School in Reedley, California.

Immanuel High School

is a private, Christian, academically oriented school under
the sponsorship of five Mennonite Brethren churches.

With

the exception of three Spanish surnamed students and one
Oriental exchange student, all the subjects were Caucasian
and tended to come from middle- to upper-middle-class homes.
The home environment of most students was rural, with only
a few students coming from the urban Fresno area.
All sophomore students were enrolled in one of two
periods of English Literature.

Period one contained 21

students, and period seven contained 30 students.

All

junior students were enrolled in one of two periods of
American Literature.

Period four contained 22 students,

and period six contained 29 students.

All four periods were

taught by the author.
The control group consisted of sophomore period one
and junior period six, giving a control group of 50 subjects.
15
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The experimental group consisted of sophomore period seven
and junior period four, giving an experimental group or 52
subjects.

Immanuel High used no tracking system and period

assignment was not a function of ability or intelligence.
Rather, period assignment was largely the result of a
student choice between before lunch and after lunch Physical
Education.
INSTRUMENTS
The experiment began the first week of the second
semester of the 1974-75 school year.

Fifteen weeks later

the Product Improvement, Unusual Uses, and Just Suppose
Activities of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking,
Verbal Form B,1 were administered by the writer to 86
sophomore and junior students during regular classtime.
This test may also be referred to as the TTCT.

All 86

students had participated in the study for the entire 15
week period.
When it became obvious that the writer would be
unable to use the entire battery of tests in Form B due to
the unavailability of large blocks of testing time, the
three activities which seemed most pertinent to this study
were chosen.

1

Part of the purpose behind assigning student

__

Torra"

n1 y~y~rifp Tests of Creative
' -j^tts: personnel Press, 1966).

E. Paul
Thinking (Lexington, Massachusem.
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written themes was to encourage students to abandon set ways
of thinking and to explore new ideas and approaches.

Speaking

of the Product Improvement Activity, Torrance says,
The Product Improvement Activity has always been one of
the most dependable measures. It is a complex task
with a high degree of face validity. It permits them
[the subjects] to "regress in the service of the ego"
and enables them to play with ideas that they would not
dare express in a more serious task.2
He comments regarding the Unusual Uses Activity that
". . . the task is in part a test of ability to free one's
mind of a well-established set."

3

Lastly, Torrance mentions

that the Just Suppose Activity is designed to test
". . . the ability to consider, evaluate, and play with
unusual ideas, to think through their possible conse
quences."^

Thus the writer believed that these three

activities tested those constructs pertinent to this study
better than the other four activities in the xTCT Verbal
Forms.

Form B was used because some of the subjects nad

already taken Form A.
Tests were identified by each student's telephone
number.

The identity of the student corresponding to any

particular number was known only by the school guidance

2E

Paul Torrance, "Norms -Technical Manual," Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking (Lexington, Massachusetts:
Personnel Press, 1966), p. 12.
2Ibid.
4Ibid. ,

p. 13
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counselor, and this information was not revealed to the •
writer until all the tests had been scored.
The tests were all scored by the writer using the
directions manual and scoring guide supplied with the test.
The writer had had no special training or experience in the
scoring of the TTCT.

However, tests conducted to see

whether reliable scoring could be achieved by classroom
teachers who studied the scoring guide showed a mean
reliability coefficient of from 0.94 for originality to 0.99
for fluency. 5

The scoring guide states, "... when the

scoring guide is carefully studied and accepted by untrained
scorers, scores of acceptable reliability are obtained."^
VARIABLES

The course of instruction was identical for all
sophomores as it was for all juniors in the study.

All

students, both sophomores and juniors, wrote approximately
one theme per week.

Topics and writing format varied from

week to week and tended to tie in with other work being
studied during the week.

Themes were assigned to be one to

two pages in length, and averaged about 250 words.

The

themes of students in the control group were corrected m

^Ibid., p. 17 •
6
" n i r p c t i o n s Manual and Scoring
E. Paul Torrance,
ive Thinking (Lexington,
Guide," Torrance Tests ot Cr-_=r-Q-z"Zt P 10.
Massachusetts: Personnel Press,

the traditional manner with emphasis on pointing out all*
errors in spelling, grammar, punctuation, and syntax.

The

themes of the experimental group, however, were corrected
by using only positive comments.

Thus, the independent

variable was the teacher comments upon the student written
themes.

The dependent variable was the difference between

the poststudy scores students achieved on three activities
of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Verbal Scale B.
The three activities used were the Product Improvement,
Unusual Uses, and the Just Suppose activities of Verbal
Scale B.

All three activities yield scores for Fluency,

Flexibility and Originality.
Because so much of this study depended upon the
concept of positive teacher comments, examples of comments
demonstrating the four basic characteristics follow.
1. Comments building self-confidence: (a) "You really
seem to have a grip on the concept of anticipation in
writing."

(b) "This paper shows a real improvement in your

ability to use modifiers."

(O "Your use of quotations is

getting very smooth and controlled.
2. Comments encouraging pride:
excellent presentation of your idea."

(a) "This is an

(b) "This is a

beautifully balanced and well conceived sentence.
(c) "This paper has a strong and effective conclusion."
3. Comments giving emotional feedback:
enjoyed reading this paper.

„

(a) "I

"Thank you for the effort
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that obviously went into this paper."

(c) "Wow! I love it!"

4. Comments which stimulate a drive for the unique
and excellent:

(a) "This is a great idea.

more powerfully stated?"

How might it be

(b) "Seek to make your papers

alive.

Let the words sing.

Use action verbs and concrete

nouns.

Let your reader see and taste and smell and hear.

Let him reach out and touch your idea.

Help him to drink

in your thinking as eagerly as he would drink in a Coke on
a hot summer's day."

(c) "Weigh every word.

Your ideas

are important; they deserve to be said as effectively as
possible. "
TREATMENT OF THE DATA
After the poststudy mean scores for the TTCT Verbal
Form B activities numbers 4, 5, and 7 were computed, the
t-test''' was used to determine the significance between the
control group and experimental group mean scores in the
following areas:
1. The mean total scores in fluency, flexibility,
and originality were compared between the total experimental
group and the total control group.
2. The mean total scores In fluency, flexibility,
ana originality were compared between the experimental

7
i
cimnl ified Statistics (Totowa,
Robert H. Koenxer, §_i^P
^—70^
1971) , pp. 86-89.
Jersey: Littlefield, Adams and Co., 1J/U, w
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sophomore group and the control sophomore group.
3. The mean total scores in fluency, flexibility,
and originality were compared between the experimental
junior group and the control junior group.
4. An index based on an idea by Torrance8 was
. , ,.
flexibility + 'originality
computed (index =
fluency—=

x

*
^or

i,

eac^

separate activity and the mean index for each of these three
individual activities was compared between the experimental
and control groups.
Thus it was possible to determine if the experimental
group as a whole scored significantly higher in either
fluency, flexibility, or originality.

This information was

also available for the sophomore and junior subgroups.
Finally, it was possible to determine if a significant
difference existed between experimental and control group
performance on individual test activities.

The wri_er felt

that the hypothesis of the study would be supported if
experimental group means were significantly higher than
control group means at the .05 level or confidence.
All data were charted showing not only means but also
the high and low scores in any group, the number of sc ^
the values, degrees of freedom, and probability values.

8Torrance,

-Technical
Manual,
Norms
leoim

" n n r m q

p. 57

9_
_ ., _ n
? 3 , and 4, pp. 26-29.
See Taoles 1, *• > '

,
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Although the experiment began with a control group
of 50 students and an experimental group of 52 students,
only 86 students were administered tests.

Five students

had moved to other schools during the semester, and the
other 11 were absent on the test date.

This unusually high

rate of absence was due to the fact that many students had
recently contracted colds.

Students did not know the test

date in advance and could not have intentionally avoided
the test.
Of the 86 tests completed, one student lacked
identification and could not be positively placed with
either the control group or the experimental group.
fore, the test results were discarded.

There

One test was

completed by a Japanese exchange student wTith a very basic
knowledge of English.

Instructions had been misinterpreted,

and the writer believed the test was invalid j_or this
individual.

The test results were also discarded.

Thus all data were based on 43 control group tests
composed of 21 sophomores and 22 juniors, and 41 experimental
group tests composed of 22 sophomores and 19 juniors.

Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
FINDINGS
When t h e t o t a l c o n t r o l g r o u p w a s c o m p a r e d t o t h e
total experimental group, the experimental group scored
higher than the control group on both fluency and f l e x i 
bility.

The c o n t r o l group scored higher on o r i g i n a l i t y .

However, n o n e o f

the differences between group means reached

an a c c e p t a b l e l e v e l o f

significance.

The most significant

difference between groups was found for the scores on
fluency where the probability t h a t the difference was due
to chance was l e s s than 0.40.

Fluency, however, i s one of

the weakest indicators of overall creative strength in an
i n d i v i d u a l , f o r h i g h f l u e n c y s c o r e s may b e a c h i e v e d w i t h
many b a n a l a n d c o m m o n p l a c e r e s p o n s e s .
When t h e c o n t r o l s o p h o m o r e s c o r e s w e r e c o m p a r e d t o
the experimental sophomore scores,

the same pattern

developed as for the total study group.

The experimental

group scored higher i n fluency and f l e x i b i l i t y and lower i n
originality.

j•fforonre reached an acceptable
Again no difference

level of significance.
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The experimental group juniors also scored higher- on
fluency than the control group juniors.

However, the

experimental group juniors scored lower than the control
juniors on both flexibility and originality.

The

significance of the differences between junior groups was
extremely low.
In developing an index of overall creative strength,
the writer recognized that fluency tended to be basically
an indicator of the quantity of ideas, while flexibility
and perhaps to a greater degree originality were indicators
of the quality of ideas.

Thus the index developed modulated

the flexibility and originality scores by the frequency
score.

Since no data could be found relating flexibility

and originality, these scores were given equal weighting,
although the tendency of originality scores to be higher
yielded a somewhat originality weighted index.
The experimental group had a lower mean index than
the control group in each of the three separate test
activities administered.

While the differences between

means was not of an acceptable level of significance, the
probability that this was a chance difference was less than
0.10, the lowest level of probability experienced in this
study.
As indicated by the following tables, individual
scores differed widely.

The writer noted that students

receiving the highest index scores frequently drew in the

25

test booklet.

in spite of this time consuming drawing, •

these high index students also tended to be the high fluency
students.

High index score students also differed from the

rest of the students by including puns and non-test-required
written comments.

No low score students made negative

comments about the tests, but three high score students
commented, "This test is dumb," or, "This test is a waste
of time."
Since the entire study was based on the assumption
that students actually do read teacher comments on returned
papers, an informal survey was taken by the writer to
determine if the assumption could be supported.

All

students in the experiment were given identical pieces of
paper with instructions to indicate on the paper if they
read the writer's comments on their themes, and if so, how
long they spent doing this for each theme.
were anonymous.

The responses

All students said that they read the

comments on each returned theme.

A few students said they

spent ten minutes or more per paper.
they spent about five minutes.

Most students said

The writer concluded from

this survey that, while students do read teacher comments
upon their papers, the time spent doing the reading is very
brief.
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TABLES OF DATA
Table 1
Comparison of Means of E x p e r i m e n t a l and Control
Groups on F l u e n c y , F l e x i b i l i t y , and O r i g i n a l i t y
T o t a l s f o r A c t i v i t i e s 4 , 5 , and 7
T o t a l C o n t r o l Group

Score a r e a

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

79
36
102

Low
score
21
14
24

Mean
score

Number of
scores

46.907
24.395
54.558

43
43
43

Mean
score

Number of
scores

T o t a l E x p e r i m e n t a l Group

Score a r e a

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

86
42
117

Low
score

50.146
24.624
51.244

18
11
20

41
41
41

Comparison o f Means
Score a r e a

Values

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

. 9565
. 1576
.7442

Di. F .

Significance

82
82
82

none
none
none
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Table 2
Comparison of Means of Experimental and Control
Sophomores on Fluency, Flexibility, and
Originality Totals for Activities
4, 5, and 7
Control Sophomores

Score area

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

79
36
102

Low
score

Mean
score

28
14
24

48.76
23.61
58.0

Number of
scores
21
21
21

Experimental Sophomores

Score area

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

86
42
86

Mean
score

Low
score

54.32
26.91
52.55

30
13
21

Number of
scores
22
22
22

Comparison of Means
Score area

Values

D.F.

Significance

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

1.1596
1.3826
0.8735

41
41
41

none
none
none
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xaoie
Comparison of Means of Experimental and Control
Juniors on Fluency, Flexibility, and
Originality Totals for Activities
4, 5, and 7
Control Juniors

Score area

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

69
29
71

Low
score

Mean
score

21
15
28

Number of
scores

45.14
23.18
51.27

22
22
22

Mean
score

Number of
scores

Experimental Juniors

Score area

High
score

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

85
33
117

Low
score
18
11
20

45.32
22.0
49.74

19
19
19

Comparison of Means
Score area

Values

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality

0.0311
0.47105
0.209

D.F.

Significance

41
41
41

none
none
none
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Table 4
Comparison of Means of Experimental and
Control Group Indexes for
Activities 4, 5, and 7
Total Control Group

Score area

High
score

Low
score

Activity 4
Activity 5
Activity 7

250
239
286

72
104
0

Mean
score

Number of
scores

145.35
177.30
195.98

41
41
41

Total Experimental Group

Score area

High
score

Activity 4
Activity 5
Activity 7

200
260
263

Low
score
63
75
25

Number of
scores

Mean
score
132.24
162.58
172.56

43
43
43

Comparison of Means

Activity 4
Activity 5
Activity 7

Values

D.F.

Significance

1.7509
1.905
1.9180

82
82
82

none
none
none

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
CONCLUSIONS
At the outset of this study, the writer hypothesized
that the experimental group, all of whom received exclusively
positive teacher comments upon their themes, would show
significantly greater post-study scores on three selected
activities of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, Verbal
Form B, than the control group, whose themes all were
corrected in a more traditional manner.

Based on the data

generated by this study, this hypothesis must be rejected.
While the experimental group did consistently better than
the control group in ratings of fluency, the difference was
never significant.

Futhermore, all the data indicate that

the experimental group actually scored lower than the
control group on all measures of originality.

Again, how

ever, the differences were not significant.
A possible explanation for these inconclusive
findings lies in the fact that the independent variable in
this study, the teacher's comments upon student written
themes, constituted an extremely small percentag
30
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total teacher-student interaction.

since all other

variables, including the writer's basic teaching technique
and classroom attitudes, were kept constant, it is possible
that the five minutes or so spent by students reading the
teacher comments on their themes had a negligible effect
upon them compared to the influence of the 210 minutes
weekly spent in class with the writer.
While no significant difference between control group
and experimental group creativity scores were noted, the
writer did note definite changes in classroom behavior
between the two groups.

As the semester progressed, the

students in the experimental group became much more open
about their work.

They were more willing to have other

students read and criticize their work.

They were much less

apprehensive about having a passage of their paper read to
the entire class as an example.

The writer feels that this

change by the students in the experimental group toward
self-acceptance of their own work was due partly to the
supportive nature of positive teacher comments on the themes.
While the writer believes that positive teacher
comments did contribute to a beneficial change in student
attitudes toward writing, there is a question as to whether
the magnitude of the change warranted the additional time
and effort required of the teacher.

Positive tea

comments, because of their didactic and supportive natur
tend to be much more lengthy than traditional comments,
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which lean heavily to abbreviations and teacher devised
codes.

Not only does the actual writing of positive teacher

comments take more time than traditional grading, but the
evaluation of the paper is also more time consuming and
demanding.

Comments must be adjusted to each student's

styles, and past student work must be recalled clearly.
some cases this requires additional record keeping.

in

In

several cases the writer found that it took more than twice
as long to correct the experimental group's papers as it
did to correct those of the control group.
SUMMARY
Problem

Little research has been done investigating the
relationship between specific teacher practices and student
creativity.

This study sought to study the relationship

between positive teacher comments on tenth and eleventh
grade student written themes and student scores for
selected activities on the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking, Verbal Form B.

The writer hypothesized that

students receiving positive teacher comments upon their
themes would score significantly higher on the TTCT t
students whose themes were corrected in a more trad'
banner.
Positive teacher comments as used by the writer on
the themes of the experimental group all were mtende

(1) build s e l f - c o n f i d e n c e ,

(2) encourage pride i n good

work, (3) g i v e emotional a s w e l l a s mechanical feedback,
and (4) stimulate a d r i v e f o r t h e unique and t h e e x c e l l e n t
in written e x p r e s s i o n .
Procedures
The s u b j e c t s f o r t h i s s t u d y c o n s i s t e d o f a l l
sophomore and junior s t u d e n t s a t Imrnanuel High School,
Reedley, C a l i f o r n i a .

With t h e e x c e p t i o n of t h r e e Spanish

surnamed students and one O r i e n t a l exchange s t u d e n t , a l l
subjects were m i d d l e - t o uppe r - middle-class Caucasians.

The

majority of the s u b j e c t s came from a rural or small town
environment.

A l l o f t h e s u b j e c t s were e n r o l l e d i n one of 4

periods of English t a u g h t by t h e w r i t e r .
The control group c o n s i s t e d o f sophomore period one
and junior period s i x , g i v i n g a c o n t r o l group o f 50 s u b j e c t s .
The experimental group c o n s i s t e d o f sophomore period seven
and junior period f o u r , y i e l d i n g 52 s u b j e c t s .

Imrnanuel High

used no tracking s y s t e m and p e r i o d assignment was not a
function of a b i l i t y o r i n t e l l i g e n c e .
The course o f i n s t r u c t i o n was i d e n t i c a l f o r a l l
sophomores as i t was f o r a l l j u n i o r s i n the s t u d y .

A

students i n the study wrote approximately one theme p
"ek.

The themes o f t h o s e i n t h e c o n t r o l group were graded

« the t r a d i t i o n a l c o r r e c t n e s s o r i e n t e d manner, while those
from the experimental group were c o r r e c t e d usrng
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teacher comments.

Thus the independent variable in the

study was the type o f teacher comments upon the student
themes.
After 15 weeks, three activities of the TTCT Verbal

Form B were administered during regular class time to all
86 subjects present that day.

Tests were blind scored by

the writer using the directions manual and scoring guide
supplied with the test.

The scores on this test were the

dependent variable of the study.
Control group and experimental group mean scores in
fluency, flexibility, and originality were computed and the
significance of scores treated with t-tests in the following
four areas:

(1) total experimental group to total control

group; (2) experimental sophomores to control sophomores;
(3) experimental juniors to control juniors; and

(4) total experimental group index to total control group
index, where the index equals flexibility plus originality
devided by fluency times 100.
Findings
While the experimental group scored higher on the
scale of fluency and

the control group scored highe

o r i g i n a l i t y , none o f t h e differences reached statistical
significance.

The index scores (which were weighted

o r i g i n a l i t y ) favored

t h e control group, but again

s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant extent.
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An informal s ur v e y of t h e s u b j e c t s i n d i c a t e d t h a t
students rarely s p e n t more than f i v e minutes per week
reading the teacher comments upon t h e i r themes.
Conclusions
The data do n o t support t h e research hypothesis t h a t
the experimental group would show s i g n i f i c a n t l y higher
post-study t e s t s c o r e s than t h e c o n t r o l group.

i t was

surmised that the i n c o n c l u s i v e r e s u l t s might be a t t r i b u t a b l e
to a research d e s i g n i n which t h e independent v a r i a b l e was
only a n e g l i g i b l e i n f l u e n c e upon t h e s u b j e c t ' s behavior
when viewed i n the c o n t e x t o f t o t a l t e a c h e r - s u b j e c t
communication.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The writer b e l i e v e s t h a t t h e r e s u l t s of t h i s study
are inconclusive b e c a u s e of t h e s m a l l percentage of the
total teacher-student r e l a t i o n s h i p c o n s t i t u t e d by teacher
written comments.

A more c o n c l u s i v e evaluation o f the

influence of p o s i t i v e t e a c h e r comments on student
creativity could be g a i n e d when a l l teacher-pupil communi
cation was i n w r i t t e n form.

I t would seem t h a t many

correspondence co ur s e s i t u a t i o n s would lend themselves
this sort of research d e s i g n .

Such a study assumes, a s d i d t h e present study, t h a t
teacher comments on s t u d e n t themes a c t u a l l y do exer
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influence on student behavior.

Research is needed to

determine the extent and nature of the impact upon students
of written teacher comments on themes.

Such a widely used

teaching tool as written teacher comments on themes should
not be so lacking in scientific support.

A study of this

nature could beneficially include the effect of teacher
comments upon student attitudes as well as student writing
skills.
Further research is also indicated to determine what
factors have the greatest influence upon a student's ability
to master the skills of composition.

Charlotte Effros"*" has

investigated the effects of various revision schedules upon
writing proficiency but many other areas are still in need
of study.

Finally, the writer recommends continued research
into the design and development of reliable creativity tests
usable by the school counselor or classroom teacher.
Torrence Tests of Creative Thinking are long:

The

nearly three

hours are required to administer the entire seven activities
of the verbal tests.

Three activities can be administered

in one class period but since normative information
bailable only for total scores for all seven activi

"'"Charlotte Effros,
|^ect_of_Guided_Revi£ion_auid_Dej1^e£^
~££ficiency_of College Freshmam
±—eric" Documeni
Educational Resources Information Cent
ED 079 764, August, 1973, pp. 1-24.
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the practice of partial administration is not very reliable
for purposes of identification of creatively gifted pupils.
While most educators can be easily trained to score the
TTCT effectively, the procedure is very time consuming due
to the subjective nature of the responses required by the
test.

Research is needed to produce a reliable test for

creativity which can be administered in one class period
and quickly scored by minimally trained personnel.
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